
WORK SAFELY! It is recommended that the installation be performed prior to installing the 
transmission in the vehicle. If you are installing in a transmission already in the vehicle, for maximum 
safety, perform on a clean, level surface and with the engine turned off. Place blocks or wedges in 
front of and behind both rear wheels to prevent movement in either direction. 

CLEANLINESS! It is critical to perform this work in clean environment to ensure that dirt, dust or 
other contaminants don’t get introduced into the transmission case.  

Installation Instructions 
T56 Magnum Midshifter 

1978-1988 GM G-Body 
Catalog #3913101 

https://www.carid.com/hurst-shifters/


DISASSEMBLY 

1. Shift unit into neutral position. Remove four (4)
Mid shift cover bolts from transmission housing.

2. Remove six (6) bolts from stock shifter

3. Remove shifter boot from stock shifter

4. Use rubber mallet to jar stock shifter loose.



5. Remove stock shifter.

6. Use rubber mallet to jar cover plate loose and
remove.

7. Apply a small amount of white lithium grease to
the shifter ball. If this is a new transmission you can
wipe some off the stock shifter and use this.

8. Apply a small amount of white lithium grease to
the socket in the transmission. Again, if this is a new
transmission you can wipe some off the stock shifter
and use this.



9. Apply a bead of RTV to Seal shifter flange before
mounting.

10. Bolt midshifter in place using supplied hardware.
Note that longer bolts go in top left and bottom right
holes

11. Apply a bead of RTV to rear cover flange.

12. Install rear cover and bolt in place suing supplied
hardware.



13. Install original shifter boot back onto to
midshifter.

14. Install offset stick mount using supplied
hardware.

15. Installation is complete and ready to place into
the vehicle. This shifter locates the handle in nearly
the same location as the stock shifter hole in the
floor. There may be some modification required to
the floor or tunnel area to accommodate the larger
size of the Tremec transmission.

Find out more about performance transmission parts we have.

https://www.carid.com/performance-transmission-parts.html



